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‘Twas at first a fire as small as the light of a matchstick, the adventure, the future of chasing your dreams, a step for making it real, to make it come true, the privilege begins. Venturing the days of fulfilling your future, the first taker you are known or so called, the newbie that carries a professional within is born and waiting to be released.

Excitement won’t sink in, preparing the requirements and sorting all things. The registration for incoming licensure examination for teachers soon will come and the eagerness that drives you to go further, your inspirations and motivations: God and family and for yourself.

Months of survival, reviewing all the things needed, attending the class that might help, receiving all the guides all the new found knowledge suited for achieving your dream license. Waking up early; studying and memorizing all the terms and sleep won’t come for a visit a daily routine in the making and it seems only for studying and reviewing why you’re still living and eating, sleeping are just a hindrance in attaining your desired goal. Books, printouts and other helpful literatures are your best friends. Pens and highlighters are your swords in conquering the mass of questions that needed to be answered and erasers are your shields, your protection if you should commit mistakes and correct it if necessary. Like Super Mario vitamin B-complex is your super mushroom to boost your nerve cells, your mind, and your brain, for your training, for the fulfillment of your success.

The battle had reached so far, a fight worthy of sacrifice and nights sometimes offer you an endless crying and least amount of depression within. For the meantime a thought of ‘not enough’ creeps inside and still haunting and the only solution is to
unwind but time is not on your side, reminding you to keep on moving and strive for there’s always a positive outcome in every effort and hard-work you exert and someday everything will be paid off.

The day had come, studying, reviewing and memorizing all the chores for learning will be put to test, a long quiz some might say, a test of a lifetime others might utter. Squishing, remembering all the things you had reviewed for so long, all the stored knowledge coming back all at once and the ideas were mixing up together like your brain was inside the blender. Analyzing all the questions a battle of metacognition wherein a simple mindset would not work and won’t help especially if you’re sleepless for it is about beyond thinking. A handful of a day just ended unbeknownst about the outcome and a prayer was meant the most.

Thereafter a couple of tortured months have been added before the result to be posted. All day praying, Sunday mass a must attending, listening and singing to worship songs and sleepless nights continues alongside with your unrest mind and the website of Professional Regulation Commission is the only site worth dropping in and opening facebook app just to visit all the “L.E.T” pages posting and preparing for the big result.

The day came, excitement again in your mind like a child visiting once more a wonderful park that filled with lots of amazing surprises and there you enter “prc.gov.ph”, browsing, the roulette of destiny, spinning “A-B-C-D-E……..” every spin was mind-blowing until it drops, the tears of your success, the fruit of your long labor. There as read your name like a jackpot lotto number. Everything is worthwhile.
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